Context-aware recommender system (CARS) is a highly researched and implemented way of providing a personalized service that helps users to find their desired content. One of the remaining issues is how to decide which contextual information to acquire and how to incorporate it into CARS. While the relevant contextual information will improve the recommendations, the irrelevant contextual information could have a negative impact on the recommendation accuracy. By testing the independence between the contextual variable on the users' ratings for items, we can detect its relevance and impact on the feedback for the item consumed in that specific context. In this article, we propose several new theoretical concepts that should help deciding which information to use, as well as a methodology for detecting which contextual information contributes to explaining the variance in the ratings, based on statistical testing. The experiment was conducted on the real movie dataset that contains 12 different pieces of contextual information. We used two statistical tests with power analysis for the detection, and three contextualized matrix-factorization algorithms with slightly different reasoning for the prediction of ratings. The results showed a significant difference in the prediction of ratings in the context that was detected as relevant by our method, and the one that was detected as irrelevant, pointing to the importance of the power analysis and the benefits of the proposed method in the case of a small dataset.
INTRODUCTION
With the huge amount of media content online, users are facing an everyday struggle to find their desired content in a reasonable time. Personalized services, defined as tailored services according to each user characteristic and preferences (Joung et al., 2009) , are used when adapting a service to each specific user. One particular type of personalized service, recommender systems (RSs), is becoming an increasingly common part of online media-providing systems. Their main goal is to recommend relevant content by predicting ratings for items that have not been seen by a specific user . Improving RS with contextual information, defined as information that can be used to describe the situation and the environment of the entities involved in such a system (Dey and Abowd, 1999) , has been a popular research topic over the past decade. It was shown that an insight into situation 2 Ante Odić et al.
parameters can be used to improve the recommendation process, as well as in a number of different services (Toutain et al., 2011) . However, there are still a number of issues concerning the definition, acquisition, detection and modeling of this dynamic information (Yujie and Licai, 2010) . It is not easy to decide which contextual information to use. For some systems the weather could be important (e.g. recommending a tourist destination), while for some it might be irrelevant (Dey, 2001) . Contextual information that does not have a significant contribution to explaining the variance in the ratings could degrade the prediction, since it could play the role of noise (Baltrunas et al., 2010) . For that reason, we should be able to predict and later detect whether a specific piece of information should be acquired and used, or not.
In this article, we propose several theoretical concepts that define what contextual information is and how it differs from other types of information involved in the system. We also propose a methodology for the detection of contextual information that contributes to explaining the variance in the ratings. We validate theoretical concepts and our methodology on real data by using three different approaches to context-aware matrix factorization.
State of the art
The definition of contextual information that is commonly cited in related articles is the one proposed by Dey and Abowd (1999) ; Dey (2001) : 'Context is any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the user and applications themselves'. By that definition, contextual information is much more dynamic and should not be confused with the general user information and the item metadata (Woerndl and Schlichter, 2007) .
There is a variety of methods developed for contextaware RS (CARS). presented the multidimensional recommendation model that adds context as the additional dimension in the classical users × items paradigm. The multidimensional approach was used by Hosseini-Pozveh (2009) . The article also explains how to create a two-dimensional space by determining usage patterns under different contexts. A Bayesian network-based RS was proposed by Yap et al. (2007) . The authors also tackled the problem of missing and erroneous context by harnessing the causal dependencies among the context variables. Three common ways of using the contextual information in an RS, i.e. context pre-filtering, post-filtering and context modeling, were explained by Adomavicius and Tuzhilin (2011) . Baltrunas et al. (2009) used a pre-filtering method for the time context to improve music recommendations. The authors also tackled the problem of determining meaningful time partitions for pre-filtering, since the users can have different interpretations of time (morning, afternoon etc.) . They compared different methods for determining these partitions. Su et al. (2010) used the contextual information for pre-filtering to produce a submatrix of the rating matrix, with only the most relevant users and items with similar context. Context similarity was calculated by Liu et al. (2010) to successfully tackle the problem of the increased data sparsity due to the contextreduction method or context filtering. Díez et al. (2010) used the random walks method to utilize social context in an RS. Rahmani et al. (2010) compared three approaches to a CARS: k-NN, linear-regression-based k-NN and inductive-learning programming (ILP). Koren (2008) proposed a new approach to context-aware recommendations. The author combined both the neighborhood and the latent factor model. Time as a piece of contextual information was then introduced in the form of temporal dependencies of the ratings in the matrix-factorization technique (Koren, 2010) . This approach led to first place in the Netflix prize competition (Koren et al., 2009) . Gantner et al. (2010) proposed, using the pairwise interaction tensor factorization (PITF) , that Rendle (2010) , used in tag recommendations, to predict which movies are rated in a specific time period. Baltrunas et al. (2010) extended the matrix factorization with an additional parameter that models the interaction of the context and the items.
A lot of different contextual information is being exploited in different domains. For example, emotional context was exploited by Gonzalez et al. (2007) . Woerndl and Groh (2007) described ways that physical and social context can be used in an RS. Physical context was used to recommend mobiledevice applications according to the location where they might be needed or that have been used by other users in a similar context. Social context was used to enhance the neighborhood creation in a collaborative RS. Social context was also used by Díez et al. (2010) . Weather, mood and temperature, among others, were used in the tourist domain by Baltrunas et al. (2011) .
From all the possible contextual information that can be acquired, it is necessary to decide which is important for a specific service. used the paired t-test to detect which contextual information is useful in their dataset; however, in the dataset that we use for testing, all the contextual variables are categorical, thus the t-test could not be applied. Liu et al. (2010) used the χ 2 test for the detection of the relevant context; however, this test could be inappropriate for small datasets, i.e. for new systems and the cold-start problem, as we will explain later in the article. Baltrunas et al. (2011) conducted a context-relevance assessment to determine the influence of some contextual conditions on the users' ratings in the tourist domain, by asking users to imagine a given contextual condition and evaluate the influence of that condition. However, as they state, such an approach is problematic, since the users rate differently in real and supposed contexts (Ono et al., 2009) . 
Predicting and Detecting the Relevant Contextual Information

PROBLEM STATEMENT
While examining the state of the art, we identified several remaining issues concerning the definition of contextual information and the selection of the information to be used for that purpose. It is not always easy to predict which contextual information is important for a specific purpose. There are many situation parameters that can influence users' decisions in a more (location, social, working day/weekend) or less (weather, temperature) intuitive way. Not all contextual information should be used since the information that does not have a significant contribution to explaining the variance in the ratings could degrade the prediction. In addition, there is no need to spend resources to acquire and process data that are not relevant for the system. Therefore, in the phase of designing a context-aware service, we must be able to predict which contextual information could contribute to the recommendation process, as a user-decision prediction. We will base this prediction on some of the important concepts regarding context that are included in the definition proposed in Dey and Abowd (1999) , Dey (2001) and some additional concepts that we will introduce in the article. Once we have a reasonable amount of data collected, we can use statistical tests together with the power analysis to detect whether a specific piece of contextual information does in fact explain a part of the variance in the ratings. In this article we will use the Pearson's χ 2 test and the Freeman-Halton test for the detection. Once the relevant contextual variables have been detected, we can use them to enhance the recommendation outcome and provide the context-aware personalized service. Context variables can be used by contextualizing different parameters in the matrix-factorization algorithm, namely users' biases, item's biases and the users' feature vectors.
Our results show that the contextual variables detected as relevant significantly improve the rating prediction while the irrelevant ones lead to worse results than with the uncontextualized model. The results also point to the importance of the power analysis to avoid rejecting the variables that could improve the prediction.
The theoretical concepts regarding the contextual information that we introduce, along with the detection methodology that we propose, can help the acquisition and the inspection of the pieces of contextual information that will lead to the improvement in the rating prediction or other contextualized services.
THE PROPOSED DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTEXTUAL INFORMATION
In this section we propose the description of some theoretical concepts describing the contextual information. Only by understanding completely what the contextual information is, where and when to find it and how it behaves in time, during the user-item interaction, can we decide which information would be appropriate and how to approach the creation of the whole context-aware system architecture.
Item and interaction context
Contextual information does not only have to explain the situation of the user (Dey and Abowd, 1999) . Apart from the user we can identify the items' context and the user-item interaction's context. An item is an entity that is offered to the user for consumption, such as book, song, album, movie, restaurant, tourist destination etc. While different items are described by the metadata, one item can also have several different states, that can be described by that item's context. What the items' context is depends to a large extent on the type of the personalized service, i.e. items involved in the service, since the items can be very different from RS to RS. To explain how a single item can be different from situation to situation, let us consider the following examples. A specific movie is well defined by the metadata and the metadata is constant no matter what the consumption situation is. However, the media that contains, i.e. represents, the item can vary. A specific movie can be watched in different resolutions, video and audio qualities, screen sizes etc. These descriptions of the media from which the user consumes the item is the item's contextual information; it varies from situation to situation and can influence the user's rating. A book, for example, as a work of literature, also has a constant metadata; however, there are several editions, different cover types (e.g. paperback, hardback), different sizes (e.g. pocket size), there could also be missing pages, low-quality conditions of library books, price etc. Again, these descriptions of a specific object that represent the item contain the item's contextual information. Another example could exist in a restaurant RS. For example, the number of tables and type of a kitchen are the restaurant's metadata; however, the number of free tables currently available and the current menu or a special offer would be a piece of contextual information.
User-item interaction could also be considered as an entity that can contain its own context. There are a number of situation parameters that are related to the interaction that can influence the user. For example, the ordinal number of the interaction (e.g. the first interaction between the specific user and the item, nth interaction), interferences during the interaction, the quality of the interaction etc. This type of contextual information should not be disregarded since it could have a major impact on the users' decisions.
It is important to understand that even though these pieces of contextual information describe the states of different entities involved in the personalized service, they all influence the user's ratings. ensure this, we define three distinct stages in time during the user-item interaction: decision stage, consumption stage and rating stage.
The first stage is the decision stage. During this stage, a user is trying to find the most appropriate content. The following consumption stage is the period in which the user consumes the content. During this, stage different factors are influencing the user's satisfaction with the content. Last is the rating stage where the user rates the content, based on the satisfaction and the impression from the consumption stage.
The important thing to have in mind is that these stages are not necessarily in the same time period, and since the contextual information is highly dynamic, wrong contextual information could be obtained (Fig. 1) . Since the task of a context-aware RS is to predict which item would be the most appropriate for a specific user to consume in a specific situation, the main interest is in the contextual information from the consumption stage. For example, if a user selects a movie on Monday, watches it on Tuesday and rates it on Wednesday, we are interested in the contextual information obtained on Tuesday, when the user consumed the item. This is important because the timestamp for the ratings in the existing RS datasets is often from the rating stage and does not provide us with the information about when the user consumed the rated item, as we will explain in Section 5.1.
Time span of the user-item interaction
To make sure that the acquired contextual information is appropriate, we also have to take the duration of the useritem interaction into consideration. This is because some pieces of contextual information are more dynamic than others (e.g. an emotional state changes much faster than the days in the week or the seasons we would gather the contextual information during the rating stage, we would have the wrong idea about the context while the user was consuming the item. A similar situation occurs for the medium-term interaction, for example, watching a movie; however, c 1 is constant during all the stages. For a short-term interaction, for example, listening to a song, both contextual variables have constant values during all the stages.
Of course, this concept varies from application to application, but it should not be overseen because the acquired contextual information could be inadequate. Tkalčič et al. (2011) also divided the users' interaction with an RS into three stages based on the role that emotions play in the interaction.
Levels of variation
While trying to explain the variance in the ratings we may use different types of information on two levels: the population level and the user level. On the population level, we inspect the rating behavior of the population (i.e. how users rate the items). On the user level, we inspect the rating behavior of the user (i.e. how a user rates the items). On both levels we have a type of information that is constant and one that varies. The variance on the population level could be explained through general user information. Users from different age groups, with different levels of education and demographic differences, may rate the same item differently. The constant population information is the same for the whole population using the system, for example, users are all humans that know how to use the internet. It is clear that such an obvious piece of information is the same for all the users and is unimportant. On the population level we thus have variable ratings for a fixed item from different users.
On the user level, the general user information becomes constant. For one user, his sex, education, residence etc., is constant and thus does not explain the variance of his ratings. Contextual information, however, is dynamic and varies from situation to situation. On the user level, a different social state, location, weather, emotional state, mood and other contextual information could explain a part of the variance in the ratings. One user could rate the same item differently on different occasions, which could be explained by the contextual information. We thus have variable ratings for a fixed item in different situations, i.e. a different context.
Predicting relevant context
With these concepts in mind, we can now predict which contextual information could be relevant for a specific system.
If a specific context were to be constant due to the specific system, then that context is irrelevant and should not be used. For example, if users will always consume items at home, then the location as a piece of contextual information is irrelevant for that specific service. Dey (2001) provided the example of not using weather as contextual information for indoor-only applications.
If in a long-or medium-term user-item interaction the interaction stages are not at the same moment in time we have to make sure that the contextual information is obtained in such a way that it describes the situation during the consumption stage. For example, weather obtained during the rating stage is irrelevant.
In a long-or medium-term user-item interaction, when a specific context changes several times during the consumption stage, it has to be modeled. For example, if a user is consuming a book for a long period of time (e.g. 1 month) the weather variable should describe what the weather was mostly like during the whole consumption stage.
When the context is different between the decision and consumption stages, we have to 'predict' what will the context value be during the consumption stage, in order to provide a contextualized service. For example, if a user is using a system to get a tourist-destination recommendation 1 month in advance, the system should not provide a recommendation based on the present situation (spring, cloudy, average temperature 22
• C), but on the situation at the time of the trip (summer, sunny, average temperature 28
• C). If it is impossible to 'predict' the context value from the consumption stage, such context is irrelevant for a real application.
To summarize, based on the explained theoretical concepts we add the following requirements to the existing definition of contextual information. By using these requirements we should be able to predict whether a certain piece of information is contextual and could be used in the specific service.
(i) Information is contextual and could be relevant in the specific service:
• if it varies at the user level, i.e. varies for a fixed user from situation to situation • if it describes the situation during the consumption stage of the user-item interaction, i.e. provides the information about the consumption circumstances • if in the case that it has multiple values during the consumption stage, it can be modeled in the appropriate way • if it is possible to predict the consumption-stage context value at the moment of preparing a recommendation
(ii) Contextual information is in fact relevant if it has a significant contribution to explaining the variance in the ratings.
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Ante Odić et al. potentially contextual variables (those expected to be contextual from a basic understanding of the problem we analyze, and the requirements from Section 3.5). As already indicated in Section 2, the reason for contextual-variable identification is the fact that a given variable can improve, be neutral, or aggravate the prediction of a user rating.
Basic notations and reasoning
Assume that the decision ϕ(u, h, c) (such as the rating a user has assigned to a given content after the consumption) of a user u ∈ U on an item h ∈ H in the context c ∈ C is an additive sum of contributions
where ϕ u is the contribution of the user model UM(u), ϕ h is the contribution of a content item or service metadata MD(h), ϕ c is the contribution of a context to the user decision ϕ and ε is a random variable modeling part of the user decision (Fig. 3) . Each of the listed contributions is estimated from several variables containing the corresponding information. The basic reasoning behind the symbolic representation of the user decision process modeled by ϕ (u, h, c) is that only a part of its variability can be explained by the contributions ϕ u and ϕ h . An unexplained variability of ϕ (u, h, c) is modeled by a random variable. The reason for this is the nature of the human decisionmaking process, which is very complex and dependent on many other factors besides the content item and user's past behavior recorded in his user model. The assumption is that an additional part of the user-decision variability can be explained by the user context c captured by the variables v c i and modeled by ϕ c . The rest of the user-decision ϕ (u, h, c) variability is modeled by a random variable, see Equation (4.1).
Clearly, a variable that has no variability for a given user cannot provide any additional information about his decisions and cannot be relevant context. On the other hand, the high variability can be inconsistent with the rating. Therefore, if the variability of the variable is low, it is not a relevant contextual information, if the variability is high it might or might not be a relevant contextual information. Furthermore, a variable that does not explain a significant part of the userdecision variability ϕ cannot provide any relevant contextual information. Therefore, the two ways to identify relevant context variables are: (i) Measure the variability of the variable v c i ; (ii) Measure the part of the variability of the user decision ϕ that can be explained by the variable v c i . Since the approach (i) gives the necessary condition for a variable to be contextual and the approach (ii) gives the sufficient condition, in this paper we concentrate on the approach (ii). Note that the approach (i) does not use a userdecision variable as an input but only measures the variability of the variables, regardless of user decisions.
The application of both of the above-listed approaches depends on the analyzed variables type. When they are of the interval or proportional type, it is based on the Pearson correlation coefficient (factor analysis and regression analysis). But in the real world the candidate variables are typically of the categorical or ordinal type, which requires a modified approach. Details are given in Section 5.2.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this section we provide a description of the datasets and the methods used in our experiment. First, we used the requirements defined in Section 3.5 to predict which information is potentially contextual in the movie domain. Based on this, we prepared the data acquisition. Data acquisition is basically the natural use of the system in which the users rate the items, i.e. movies they have consumed, as explained in Section 5.1. Once the substantial amount of data was acquired, we employed the relevant-context-detection procedure (5.2) in order to determine which pieces of contextual information are in fact relevant. Based on the detection results, we selected those pieces of contextual information which were detected as relevant and used them in the rating prediction, i.e. RS. From the detection results, we could also modify the data acquisition stage to stop acquiring the irrelevant pieces of contextual information. In this article we used the RS to evaluate the detection method. We used two statistical tests and three different context models in the RS. The diagram of the whole procedure is shown in Fig. 4 .
Dataset
Initially, we examined some of the available, existing RS datasets that are commonly used. First, we examined the Moviepilot and Filmtipset datasets that were used in the CAMRA challenge (2010 and 2011) . In parts of these datasets that we could acquire, the only contextual information was the one that could be derived from the timestamps. Social connections between the users and other similar information in these datasets are general user information and do not vary at the user's level, thus they are not potential contextual information Figure 4 . Architecture of the context-aware RS. Relevant context prediction is used to decide which contextual information to acquire. Relevant context detection is used to detect which contextual information is relevant in our RS, based on which we can (i) modify the data acquisition and (ii) select the relevant features(contextual information). We use the RS to evaluate the detection.
according to the definition from Dey and Abowd (1999) , Dey (2001) and our requirements explained in Section 3.5. Also, after examining the timestamps in these datasets, we found that most users have all the timestamps from a relatively short period of time, usually most of them from the same day. This points to the fact that users provide most of the ratings at once. This means that these timestamps are from the rating stage and that we do not know when the user consumed the item. As we explained earlier, we are interested in how a specific item suited the specific user in a specific situation, i.e. what was the context during the consumption stage, not the rating stage.
We also examined the Yahoo music dataset used in the Yahoo KDD cup in 2011. We concluded that since music has a short-term interaction period, these timestamps could also be related to the consumption stage (user listens to a song and then rates it immediately after). However, this was also the only potential piece of contextual information.
Since we were interested in inspecting several contextual variables, we decided to create a dataset containing several potential pieces of contextual information from the consumption stage. Therefore, we created an online application for rating movies (www.ldos.si/recommender.html). Our users are employing the application to track the movies they watched, obtain the recommendations and browse movies.
In addition to a rating for a movie consumed, users fill in a simple questionnaire created to explicitly acquire the contextual information describing the situation during the consumption stage of the user-item interaction. The questionnaire was designed in such a way that it is simple and not time consuming for a user to provide the contextual information. Users are instructed to provide the rating and contextual information immediately after the consumption, so that we can be sure that the data are registered during the consumption stage, and that the ratings are not influenced by any other factor (e.g. discussing the movie with others, observing the average movie score on the internet etc.) between the consumption and rating.
The users' goal for rating movies is to improve their profile, express themself and help others, according to Herlocker et al. (2004) .
Our context-movie dataset (LDOS-CoMoDa) that contains contextual information has been in development since 15 September 2010. It contains three main groups of information: general user information, item metadata and contextual information.
The general user information is provided by the user upon registering in the system. It consists of: user's age, sex, country and city. This information is constant at the user level (Section 3.4) and thus cannot be used as a piece of contextual information. Item metadata is being inserted into the dataset for each movie rated by at least one user. The metadata describing each item is: the director's name and surname, country, language, year, three genres, three actors and budget.
The decision about which contextual information to collect was made according to the theoretical concepts described in Section 3. We did not want to infer the time (e.g. morning, afternoon, evening, night) as a context variable from the timestamps since different users might have different habits and thus different definitions of what morning, afternoon, evening and night are (Baltrunas et al., 2009) . Therefore, we let users chose the right 'value' of time from the list of possible time classes, as they did for all the other contextual information. We were also interested in the emotional state of the user as contextual information, since Tkalčič et al. (2010b) showed the positive impact of affective parameters in an RS. However, for the emotional state as the contextual information in the movie RS, the consumption stage is a multiple-context value stage, as explained in Section (3.3). For that reason we decided to collect the emotional state that was dominant during the consumption (domEMO) and the emotional state at the end of the movie (endEMO). We also collected the mood as the piece of contextual information. Ekman and Davidson (1994) state that the moods last much 8 Ante Odić et al. longer than the emotions. Furthermore, in our case, mood is not necessarily triggered by the item that is being consumed, but describe the overall mood of the user at the time of the consumption. Among other contextual information, we also wanted to inspect the impact of the context variables that describe the user-item interaction, as we explained in Section 3.1. For that purpose we chose two different pieces of contextual information: decision (did the user decide on which movie to watch on his own or was the movie proposed to him by a TV program, friend, RS etc.) and the interaction number (did the user watch the movie for the first time).
All the contextual variables and values describing the consumption stage of the user-item interaction that we collected are listed in Table 1. Table 2 contains some basic statistics about the data.
Another important database property is the amount of ratings provided by each user and the amount of ratings provided for each item. If most of the users have provided only a small amount of ratings or if there is only a small amount of ratings per each item (also known as the long tail in the ratings distributions for items and users (Park and Tuzhilin, 2008) ), it is hard to train a model. This is especially true for some types of contextualized methods, like pre-filtering Adomavicius and Tuzhilin (2011) , since the number of ratings provided in a specific context is even lower than the overall number of ratings.
Figures 5 and 6 show the amount of ratings provided by each user and the amount of ratings provided for each item, respectively.
Detecting relevant context
For the detection of the relevant contextual variable, we used statistical hypothesis testing with a power analysis, as described in this section. For the reasoning behind the approach (i) and approach (ii), see Section 4.1. Cov(v, v) . Unfortunately, contextual variables are typically not numeric but categorical or at most ordinal. Besides, straightforward adaptations of this formula using association coefficients among categorical variables such as contingency coefficients are also not applicable since it does not have all required properties. Therefore, we have to use other variability measures. Some of them are presented in the subsequent paragraphs. Kader and Perry (2007) proposed the unalikeability as a measure of how often observations differ from one another. If x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n are the observations of a variable v c , variability as unalikeability is calculated as:
Context-variable identification using a variable variance (approach (i)) A variability of a random variable v is typically computed by a covariance formula η(v)
Interacting 
Another approach is to calculate the variability as the entropy of the observations, by the formula:
where M is the number of possible values of a contextual variable v c , n i is the number of occurrences of variable v c taking value i, and n in the number of all observations of a variable v c . 1/log 2 M is a normalizing constant which ensures that the variability is between zero and one.
Variability as a sample variance is calculated as:
where v i is the value of the categorical class i andv is the mean of all the observations. A statistical test for significant variations could be applied here but for simplification we simply order variables according to their variability and identify a selected number of most variable variables as candidates for contextual variables.
Note that these variability measures possess all properties we require in order to apply the approach (i), devised to eliminate variables with low variability from the contextual variables candidates list.
Using these three methods, we calculated the variability of each potentially contextual variable on the whole population, both for all the ratings and for each fixed rating separately. We also calculated the variability for each potentially contextual variable on the user level, i.e. for each fixed user. The reasoning behind this is the following. If the variability of a variable v c i is low on the population level, it can surely be rejected, as irrelevant contextual information. However, if the variability is high, it is still possible that for a given user it could be low. For example, a specific user always watches the movies at night. For him the variable time is not relevant contextual information.
Context variable identification using the explained variance of a user decision (approach (ii))
The independence was tested between each contextual variable and the ratings. The null hypothesis of the test states that the two variables are independent. The alternative hypothesis states that they are dependent. If we successfully reject the null hypothesis, we conclude that the contextual variable and the rating are dependent and thus the contextual information is relevant.
Since the potentially relevant contextual variables under investigation are typically categorical or at most ordinal, the association among the variables (contextual and rating) is measured using association coefficients and pertained significance tests for the categorical variables. The A-priori and the post-hoc power analyses are of key importance here.
The only association coefficient applicable for all involved variables (some are categorical) is the Cramer's coefficient V and the pertained significance test for association is the χ 2 test. If the candidate context variables are of the ordinal type, the same reasoning is applicable when the Cramer's coefficient V is replaced by the Kendall rank correlation coefficient τ and the significance test for zero hypotheses H 0 = [τ = 0] is applied. However, in the case of an ordinal variable with a small number of values, it can be treated as a categorical variable. Liu et al. (2010) also used the χ 2 test for relevant-context detection; however, this test is not appropriate in our dataset due to Cochran's rule, which states that at least 80% of the expected cell count in a contingency table should be five or more and that no expected cell count should be less than 1. In small datasets (e.g. during the cold-start phase) and especially when one of the variables tested has a larger number of possible values, Cochran's rule is not satisfied and the detection cannot be achieved. For that reason, we propose using the FreemanHalton test, which is Fisher's exact test extended to n × m contingency tables, since the Fisher test does not depend on the sample size (Agresti, 1992) .
From the four possible outcomes of the hypothesis testing, two outcomes, i.e. the type-I and type-II errors, would mean that the relevance of the contextual information was not detected correctly. A type-I error would mean that the contextual variable was irrelevant, but was detected as relevant. In other words, it would be used as relevant information when in fact it does not explain a part of the unexplained variance in the rating. A type-II error would mean that the contextual information was in fact relevant, but was detected as irrelevant. In other words, the information that does explain a part of the unexplained variance in the rating was overseen. For that reason we are especially interested in observing the probability of a type-II error in our hypothesis testing. The probability of a type-II error occurring is called the false-negative rate β. Therefore, the probability of obtaining a result from the statistical test that will allow the rejection of the null hypothesis, if the null is false, is called the statistical power and is equal to 1 − β.
Once the p value (p) and the statistical power (1 − β) are calculated for a contextual variable, the probability that the contextual variable is relevant is determined by the following equation:
where A stands for a contextual variable that is relevant, which means that it has a significant contribution in explaining the variance in the ratings, and α is the significance level of the test. In the case when p ≥ α, if the statistical power is high, we conclude that the contextual variable is not relevant; however, if the statistical power is small, we do not conclude that the 10 Ante Odić et al.
context is not relevant. This principle is independent of the test that we use.
We also conducted an a-priori power analysis to compute the required sample size, given the significance level, desired power and effect size.
The a-priori power analysis and post-hoc power analysis were conducted according to Cohen (1988) and Faul (2009) . The post-hoc power analysis for the Freeman-Halton test was made using the Monte-Carlo method, and was implemented using the R software environment (http://www.r-project.org/).
Context-aware recommendation
In order to evaluate the impact of the contextual information detected as relevant and the one detected as irrelevant on the ratings prediction, we used three different contextual models for predicting the ratings. They are all based on the matrix factorization as a collaborative-filtering algorithm (Koren, 2008) ; however, the way the contextual information is used in them differs. The purpose of these different approaches is to inspect how the detection of the relevant context influences each parameter that can be contextualized. We therefore contextualize the user's bias, the item's bias and the user's preferences, represented with the latent feature vector.
To inspect the impact of a certain piece of contextual on the rating prediction, we trained each model for each piece of contextual information separately, i.e. using only a single piece of contextual information at the time. In that way we acquire the root mean square error (RMSE) score from each model utilizing each piece of contextual information.
We used the following equation and notations for the matrix factorization:r
wherer(u, i) is the predicted rating from a user u for the item i, μ is a global ratings' bias, b u is a user's bias, b i is an item's bias, q i is an item's latent feature vector and p u is a user's latent feature vector.r, μ, b u and b i are scalars, and q i and p u are vectors. The contextual variable in the following equations will be denoted by c. The system learning procedure is defined as an optimization problem:
where λ is the constant that controls the regularization and
The learning rate of the training was set to 0.00001 and λ = 0.005. These values were determined in the factorial design, by observing the changes in the response produced by the changes in the value of these two factors.
We calculated the users' and items' feature vectors using the gradual descent method (Koren, 2008) . The items' latent features calculated in this way measure more or less obvious dimensions describing the items (e.g. comedy versus drama, amount of action), or even completely uninterpretable dimensions (Koren et al., 2009) . The users' latent features measure how much the user likes movies that score high on the corresponding movie factor (Koren et al., 2009) . The items' biases were calculated as the difference between the mean rating for a specific item and the global bias μ. Similarly, the users' biases were calculated as the difference between the mean rating for a specific user and the global bias μ. Global bias is calculated as an average of the ratings in the training set.
We used the RMSE as the evaluation measure for the predicted ratings.
Contextualized users' biases with the matrix factorization (CUB-MF) model uses the contextual information for the contextualized users' biases. Only the users' biases are context dependent. This approach follows the idea that the users' rating behavior is different on different occasions, though their tastes are the same. The matrix factorization in CUB-MF was made using the following equation:
The contextualized users' biases were calculated for each possible value of the piece of contextual information used in the model. For example, if we are using day type as the piece of contextual information, we have three categorical values, working day, weekend and holiday, thus we calculate three biases: working-day bias, weekend bias and holiday bias. During the model training, these biases are calculated by using only those ratings with the associated context value. For example, weekend biases were calculated only from the ratings provided during the weekend context. Similarly, when predicting the rating that occurred during context value 'weekend', we use only the calculated weekend bias. Contextualized items' biases with the matrix factorization (CIB-MF) approach uses the contextual information for contextualized items' biases, so only the items' biases are context dependent. The reasoning behind this approach is that the items are generally rated differently on different occasions. The matrix factorization in CIB-MF was made using the following equation:
The contextualized items' biases were calculated in the same manner as the users' biases in the CUB-MF model.
For the last type of CARS we chose combining the prefiltering method with the matrix factorization (CPF-MF). This approach assumes that the users' preferences differ from situation to situation. Since the users'feature vectors are context dependent in this approach, the focus is more on how a specific user likes movies that score high on the corresponding movie factor in a specific context. The item's feature vector q i is not context dependent, since the items do not differ on different occasions. The matrix factorization in the CPF-MF method was made using the following equation:
The contextualized users' feature vectors were calculated in the same manner as the users' biases in the CUB-MF model. We also calculated an RMSE score for the two baseline predictors, the basic matrix factorization without context (MF) (Equation 5.4), and the simplest method that calculates the predicted rating as an average item's rating (AVG).
If the contextualized parameter could not be trained for a specific context value due to data sparsity (for example, user did not consume any movie during snowy weather), the uncontextualized parameter was used during the prediction of that specific rating. In the extreme case, if the contextualized parameter could not be calculated for any context value, the prediction result would be the same as with the uncontextualized model (MF).
On the acquired data, we applied the 10-fold validation strategy. Each fold consists of the training set and the test set, containing 90 and 10% of the dataset entries, respectively (each dataset entry consists of the user id, item id, rating and the context values). Since there are users and items with only a few ratings (Figs 5 and 6 ), it can occur that for a specific user in the test set there are no ratings in the train set. However, we did not want to delete such users or items from the dataset, since these can also have an impact on the training (as in the real online setting). Therefore, while creating the test and train sets for each fold, we dealt with the sparsity in the following way: for each user or item in the test fold, there had to be at least five ratings in the train fold. In the real online setting, this would mean that the rating predictions (i.e. recommendations) can be achieved for those users who have rated at least five items, and for the items that have been rated at least five times.
On each fold we made the rating prediction by a model contextualized with each piece of contextual information separately. In this way we can compare how each piece of contextual information performed, and whether the relevant context led to better prediction than the irrelevant one, on each fold. On each fold we also use the baseline predictors MF and AVG.
We assume that the model that employs pieces of contextual information detected as relevant should lead to better results than the model that employs pieces of contextual information detected as irrelevant. Furthermore, the model that employs pieces of contextual information detected as relevant should lead to better results than the uncontextualized model. Finally, since the irrelevant context can play the role of noise, a model that employs pieces of contextual information detected as irrelevant should lead to worse results than the uncontextualized model. However, in the case of sparse contextual information, the results could be similar to those of the uncontextualized model. To summarize:
(i) relevant context RMSE should be lower or equal than the irrelevant context RMSE (ii) relevant context RMSE should be lower or equal than the baseline RMSE (iii) irrelevant context RMSE should be greater or equal than the baseline RMSE.
RESULTS
Detection
Using the methods described in Section 5.2, we tested each contextual variable in our dataset to detect which one is relevant. The significance level of our test was α = 0.05. In the a-priori power analysis, we used the effect size w = 0.2, α = 0.05 and the power (1 − β) = 0.95. For the variables with the lowest degrees of freedom df = 4, the required sample size calculated was 456 samples. For the variables with the highest degrees of freedom (df = 24), the required sample size calculated was 820 samples.
A post-hoc power analysis gives us the achieved power, with an insight into the real effect size.
Variable variability (approach (i)) did not detect any contextual variable as irrelevant. Variabilities of all the contextual variables in our dataset were high and thus all the variables were detected as potentially relevant by approach (i). Therefore, approach (i) did not prove to be useful in this dataset. Table 3 contains the results of the contextual information detection (approach (ii)), for each variable and both tests, according to the rules in Section 5.2.2. In the 'context' column, the names of the six context variables are written in bold characters. Those are the variables that were detected as contextual. For (endEmo, domEmo, mood, physical, decision and interaction) , the p value was less than the significance level. Location and dayType are variables that could not be declared as irrelevant, since the calculated power was low (written in italic characters). The other four variables, time, season, weather and social, are rejected (i.e. irrelevant contextual information). We thus classified each of the 12 pieces of contextual information into one of the three groups: relevant, irrelevant and unable to classify.
For the Pearson χ 2 test, the Cochran's rule was not satisfied for these three variables: weather, social and end emotion.
Evaluation of the proposed context-variable selection mechanism
By using the models described in Section 5.3, we made the rating prediction while employing each piece of contextual information separately.
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Ante Odić et al. Due to the long tail in the rating per item distribution, i.e. small number of rating per item in LDOS-CoMoDa dataset, the results from the CIB-MF model were inconclusive. Since the contextualized items' biases could not be calculated for many context values, uncontextualized biases were used, making all the results similar to the uncontextualized model, as explained in Section 5.3.
Since the users' feature vectors, contextualized in the CPF-MF model, explain only a small part of the variance in the ratings, the differences between the RMSE values from different pieces of contextual information were too small to conclusively show the impact of the relevant and irrelevant pieces of contextual information on the rating prediction.
The results from the CUB-MF model are shown on the boxplot in Fig. 7 .
The overlap in the boxes in Fig. 7 should not be interpreted as the conclusive evidence that there is no significant difference between the results since the results are paired, i.e. results are achieved from different methods on the same 10 folds. Since the results from the 10 folds are not normally distributed, we used the Wilcoxon signed-rank test to find whether the differences between the results for the relevant and irrelevant contexts are significant. The results are presented in Table 4 .
In order to visualize the results form Table 4 , the differences in the RMSE between the CUB-MF model contextualized To visualize the difference in the performance between the baseline predictors and the CUB-MF model contextualized by each contextual variable, we calculated the differences between the RMSE values on each fold as RMSE baseline − RMSE context . The distributions of the differences between the performance of the baseline predictor MF and the CUB-MF model contextualized by each contextual variable are presented by the boxplots in Fig. 12 .
The distributions of the differences between the performance of the baseline predictor AVG and the CUB-MF model contextualized by each contextual variable are presented by the boxplots in Fig. 13. 
Discussion
From the results provided in the previous section, we can conclude the following.
First of all, an a-priori power analysis showed that our sample size was large enough to use the statistical tests for the detection.
From Table 3 power analysis explained in Section 5.2.2, and were thus labeled as unclassified variables.
As stated earlier, the CIB-MF model did not lead to conclusive results due to the small number of ratings per item. However, this is also an interesting finding since it points to the need for the inspection of the tail in the distribution of the ratings per entity whose parameter is going to be contextualized.
The CPF-MF model was also not conclusive since the feature vectors in the matrix factorization explain a smaller part of the variance in the ratings than the biases. This does not mean that the users'feature vectors should not be contextualized. It simply did not serve as a good tool for the evaluation of the relevancy detection procedure in our case.
The CUB-MF model, however, clearly shows the differences of employing different contextual variables. By inspecting the results of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, presented in Table 4 , and the boxplots in Figs 8-11 , we can determine whether the model that employs the relevant contextual variable performed better than the one that employs the irrelevant contextual variable, and if the difference was significant. For example, if we inspect the first column of Table 4 and Fig. 8 , we can determine that the relevant variables end emotion, dominant emotion, physical state, decision and interaction all performed better than the irrelevant variable time, and that the difference was significant. By inspecting the second and the fourth column of Table 4 along with Figs 9 and 11, respectively, we can come to the same conclusion with respect to the irrelevant variables season and social. In Fig. 10 we can see how the relevant variables decision and interaction did not perform significantly different from the irrelevant variable weather. The variable mood was the only variable detected as relevant that performed significantly worse than an irrelevant variable, namely weather. It is interesting that the emotional state used as a contextual variable improved the rating prediction drastically, which is in line with the findings by Tkalčič et al. (2010a) . To conclude, apart from the variable mood, we found that in overall the contextual variables detected as relevant perform better than the irrelevant ones.
By inspecting Figs 12 and 13 we can determine the impact of the relevant and the irrelevant variables on the performance, with respect to the uncontextualized baseline predictors. Figure 12 shows that the relevant variables perform equal or better (with significant difference) than the uncontextualized matrix factorization algorithm, the only anomaly, once again, being the mood variable. The irrelevant variables, on the other hand, perform equal or worse (with significant difference) than the baseline predictor. The same conclusion can be made for the AVG baseline predictor (see Fig. 13 ). The fact that for some variables there is no significant difference can be explained by the low number of ratings for a specific context value, which leads to using the uncontextualized bias, as explained in Section 5.3. To conclude, apart from the variable mood, we found that in overall the contextual variables detected as relevant tend to perform better than the uncontextualized models, while the contextual variables detected as irrelevant tend to perform worse than the uncontextualized models, if there are enough ratings per each context variable value during training.
For the two unclassified variables, the variable day type shows the tendency of improving the results (significantly in some cases), whereas the variable location leads degrading the results. This difference in the outcome of the model employing these variables points to the importance of the proposed usage of power analysis in the detection.
The variable mood was the only variable that acted differently than expected. Even though it was detected as relevant, employing this variable resulted in higher error than when employing the irrelevant variable weather, or the uncontextualized matrix factorization. This could be explained by the high sparsity in the negative mood category of the mood contextual variable (which is an isolated case in our dataset). There are only 89 occurrences of this context value in the dataset, which is enough to detect the association with the ratings; however, the users' contextualized biases under this condition could be under trained. This could explain the detected relevance which did not reflect in the rating prediction.
The effect should however be examined further in the future work.
CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK
In this work we tackled the issues of defining and detecting contextual information in RSs. We proposed several theoretical concepts that are important for predicting which pieces of contextual information could be relevant for a specific service and how to acquire and use them. Then we created an online application for data acquisition and used these theoretical concepts to acquire a context-rich movie-RS dataset. On this dataset, we conducted statistical testing together with power analysis in order to detect the relevant contextual information that should be used for context-aware recommendations. Three different context-aware recommendation approaches, all based on matrix factorization, were implemented and tested in order to evaluate the impact of both pieces of contextual information detected as relevant and irrelevant on the ratings prediction.
The obtained results confirmed that the detection procedure is very important for (i) selecting the contextual variables that will lead to better performance of the rating prediction and (ii) avoiding the information that degrades the prediction. The power analysis also proved to be crucial for avoiding the rejection of contextual information that would in fact enhance the recommendation procedure (day type context). Our results also proved that when facing a small number of samples in the dataset (e.g. the cold-start phase), the Pearson χ 2 test can and should be replaced with the Freeman-Halton test.
The main drawback of our experiment is its relatively small dataset, which caused several research obstacles resulting from data sparsity. Unfortunately, we were unable to find a similar existing dataset that contained multiple, real contextual information obtained in a satisfactory way. However, the power analysis we conducted shows that our analysis is correct, and with an increasing amount of data the effect size will not change dramatically, and therefore the observations from the power analysis will become even more pronounced.
Our future work consists of continuously acquiring more data for our dataset, the searching and inspecting of existing datasets, and verifying and upgrading both the contextual information detection method and the context-aware recommendation algorithms. We will also test our methods on other applications, and make the evaluation with other measures like precision, recall and also real-world measures like users' satisfaction, novelty, serendipity, diversity etc. Furthermore, we will study the effect of the detection on using multiple context variables in different combinations, and finding the optimal combination of variables to use. We would also like to inspect the mutual dependencies of different context variables. By doing so, redundant variables could be detected and avoided. It could be that several variables convey the same or similar information so the acquisition of some of the variables could be unnecessary.
